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Description
Pharmacology is a discipline of science concerned with
the study of medications and their effects on living systems, or how drugs function in the body. Alcohol, nicotine, and cannabis are all examples of psychoactive substances. To grasp this, we must analyse what a drug is,
how it affects our physical, emotional, and psychological
well-being, the type of drug being taken, the modalities
of administration, the drug’s absorption, and the characteristics of the person taking the drug. The study of
pharmacological action on a biological system is referred to as pharmacology. It encompasses elements of
medicine and biology, as well as how they interact.
This module will cover psychopharmacology, which is
the study of how mind-altering or psychoactive medications work. Psychoactive medications are substances
that cause changes in mood, thinking, or behaviour as a
result of changes in brain activity. The term ‘drug’ will
be used in this module to refer to all psychoactive drugs,
including alcohol and other psychoactive substances.
In the health sciences, pharmacology is a distinct field.
The science of pharmacology is the study of how medications affect biological systems and how the body reacts to them. Pharmacology is the study of drug origins,
chemical properties, biological effects, and therapeutic
applications. Pharmacy applies pharmacology knowledge to the proper production and dispensing of drugs
in order to obtain optimal therapeutic effects.
Medicine, pharmacy, dentistry, nursing, and veterinary
medicine are just a few of the fields that make up pharmacology. Pharmacology is able to offer unique and
substantial contributions to human health because of its
integrated nature.
The branch of medicine concerned with the uses, effects,
and mechanisms of action of medications is known as
pharmacology. It combines knowledge and abilities
from a variety of basic science fields, including physiolContact: Passali M, E-mail: passalimilac@gmail.com
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ogy, biochemistry, and cellular and molecular biology, to
study how different chemicals affect biological systems.
Pharmacology has grown more crucial in evaluating
the potential interactions caused by individuals taking
several prescribed, over-the-counter, and even homoeopathic treatments as more medicines become available.
Whether natural or manmade, these chemical compounds can have physiological and behavioural consequences on persons who consume them. It is worth
noting that pharmacology is one of the most important
areas of modern science and research. It may appear
that all pharmaceuticals and medicine have already been
conceived and produced in the modern, highly developed world, but current realities and scientific advances
lead to improvements in existing medications and the
development of new effective pharmaceutical substances. Understanding the physicochemical, biochemical,
metabolic, and biological obstacles that restrict total
drug bioavailability has been the focus of efforts to overcome these constraints. Drug-to-drug interactions and
drug-to-herb interactions are two other pharmacologic
concerns. When taken alone, an agent may be therapeutic and reasonably safe. When two specific drugs are
administered simultaneously, however, adverse effects
may develop for a variety of reasons, including polymorphisms implicated in drug metabolism. Because of the
potential of cardiac arrhythmias, erythromycin should
not be used at the same time as ketoconazole.
Finally, before prescribing pharmacologic therapies,
midwives should consider the risks and benefits objectively. Nothing in this world is without risk. Drugs are
not only widespread in American society, but they are
also crucial in today’s midwifery practise. The importance of pharmacology is recognised in the most recent
version of the ACNM Core Competency. Knowledge of
pharmacology is now a thread running through the document and throughout practise, rather than being a distinguishing feature.
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